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Dear IGLD Members,
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
The festive season at the end of every year which usually brings us much joy but also a lot
of effort is definitely over. I hope all of you are satisfied with the course of the past year
and can look forward with optimism to the relatively young one, known as 2014. Please
never forget: Prosperity and peace, democracy and security are gifts that not everybody is
able to receive!
Thank you all for the greetings which we received from the National Druid Orders and from
lodges and members as well. May all wishes come true!
There was a lot of activities and events during the last period under:

Sweden
On 16th November 2013 the Swedish Druid Order F.G.D.O. and the Lodge Mimer could
celebrate together their 100-Years Anniversary, and it has been a great druidic event,
indeed. The Malmö Town Hall (first built in 1546) was the right and dignified place for the
Ritual Meeting and for the Banquet as well.
The Ritual Meeting started at 2 p.m. and took place in the impressive Boardroom which is
decorated with a lot of paintings showing the Mayors of Malmö and scenes from the past.
The number of participants can only have been a little less than 100 brethren, among them
the leading members of the National Druid Orders of Denmark and Germany. The IGLD
was represented by its Grand Secretary. And, of course, the new elected board of the
Swedish Order could welcome representatives from all of its Grand Lodges. A lot of gifts
were handed over but the main concern was a donation for the Scholarship Fond of the
F.G.D.O. Almost all well-wishers supported this project.
After the Ritual Meeting the participants went to the Petri Church, built in 1319, close to the
Town Hall, in order to listen to a wonderful 1 hours concert (Mozart, Sibelius, Gershwin
and others). Our female partners who have joined a program of their own have been lead
to the church by a group of lansquenets in historical uniforms guided by a drummer – quite
spectacular!

The festive Banquet was held in another big room of the Town Hall, the Knud-Hall, and
170 Druids were present, among them the Mayor of Malmö who has even held the
acceptance speech at the end of the dinner.

Banquet in Malmö Town Hall
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The organizers deserve great praise, thank you brothers.

Norway/Iceland
The Captain is back on Board! Since September the Commander in Chief of the
Norwegian Druid Order, Brother Kay Hagby, had to go through a malignant decease, a
stay in hospital and an operation. During the time of rehabilitation his qualified officers had
to take the helm – and obviously they solved the problem. Welcome back, dear Brother
Kay, and fresh to work!
The Norwegian Druids and their fellow Druids in Iceland can once more look back on a
successful year. In Iceland a 4th Druid Lodge, Stukan Gaia, could be installed in
September. Many guests from Norway, Sweden, Finland and Germany have joint this
event. Grand Lodge Ísafold and its four local Lodges will continue to be supported by
Norway.

On 16th November the “House of the Order” in Sandefjord was officially inaugurated in a
solemn form. This house provides from now on a focal point for the Druid Order. Its
infrastructure leaves no wish unfulfilled and covers all needs a big Druid Order may have.
A meeting room for 50 people on the 1st floor and a well-equipped administration complete
the impression of a successful effort of the brothers in charge. As a detailed report in
Barden 6/2013 reveals the total costs were NOK 2.750.000 (€ 328.000; $ 444.500). On
the surface that`s a lot of money, but if you distribute this sum on the number of Norwegian
brothers it`s just NOK 950 for each. According to this kind of calculation governments use
to show their population that they economize in everything…

Denmark
The main event of the Danish Druid Order in 2013 took place towards the end of the year:
The General Meeting (Rigsmøde) on 23th November in Copenhagen.
The agenda was not only long, it also included items which pointed to fundamental
changes. This applied especially to the leading members of the FGDO. In the first row of
the photo below please find:

The new Danish Executive Board
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President (Rigs Stor Ædel Ærk) Brother Ib F. Mathiesen (middle),
Proxy-second in command- (Rigs Stor Under Ærk) Bro Kurt Lykke-Nielsen (left)
Past President (Rigs Stor Old Ærk) Bro Flemming Ib Pedersen. (right).
Back row (from left): Jens Lerche (Grand Marshal), Max Nielsen (Grand Treasurer), HansJørgen Hansen (Grand Secretary) and Jan Udengaard (Grand Guardian).
Unfortunately the report of the detached President, Bro Flemming Ib Pedersen, about his
last three years in office was not very positive. A number of unnecessary quarrels by
different local lodges and atmospheric disturbances within the Order resulted in a loss of 3
lodges and 80 brothers in this period of time. Actually the Danish Druid Order has 260
members in 10 lodges. Thus the new management finds a situation which almost requires
a “reboot”.

Switzerland
It`s not often that a Lodge changes its name – the Robert-Brun-Lodge in Zurich did.
There are essentially two reasons to abandon this name:
- “Robert-Brun”- Lodge was to be seen as identification with a historical figure of Zurich
that has only little to do with contents of Druidism. This man lived in the middle of the 14th
century and supported the artisans in their fight against the nobility and is considered one
of the founders of the guilds of Zurich. And the guilds have only little to do with today`s
Druid lodges as well.
- On the other hand, the lodge is meanwhile grown beyond the Zurich area and most of
the members do not live in the core area but in the wider environment. Localism is no
longer fashionable!
The members have decided to change the name in Libertas-Loge Zurich.

In Roman mythology Libertas is he personified goddess of freedom and freedom is one of
the most important objectives of our Order.
The upcoming change in leadership in 2015 the Swiss Druid Order wants to take as
opportunity to make the entire structure under scrutiny. The “Project LGL 2015” has the
target to restructure the Order itself without changing the idealistic objectives, but thus to
achieve a higher efficiency.

England
This is the Report from UK covering the period October 2013 to January 2014:
The year so far in England is still very quiet on the Druidic front due to some Lodges
closing for the Christmas season but others do manage to keep going although some are
not well supported.
We had our first A O D Conference for three years at the beginning of November in
Margate where our main topics were recruitment and the changes being made to the
Constitutional Laws of the Order the items passed at Conference have to be ratified before
they can become law. We were disappointed with the support we had with some Lodges
not even bothering to send any Brothers, not all Brothers were happy with the changes
that the new Executive Committee have put forward and we are only half way through
them. We do not want to change any of our Rituals and Traditions.
We have had an invitation from the Swedish Brothers for a joint meeting either in Sweden
or England to try and help with our recruitment program, and we hope this will happen
sooner rather than later.
We are still in contact with the group in Wales in opening a Lodge there but there are a few
problems, however we are still confident that it will come to fruition in the New Year and
we hope some of you will join us.
A sad loss at the end of 2013 was Brother Colin Watson P.I.G.A and our Past President
who was a highly respected and much loved Brother who will be sadly missed
Yours in UCP
Barry Wood (Grand Secretary)
Norman Clarke (President)

California
“A premier activity of our California Druidic Order is our Druidic Scholarship Awards
Program”. We have had many dedicated members participate on the Scholarship
Committee over the years. Our general membership has been outstanding in their support
of the Program.”
This is the first paragraph of a report to be read in the edition 4/2013 of the California
Druid Magazine in which Noble Grand Arch Brother Bill DeWitt details on the content and
purpose of this beneficent institution. And he continues to write “While our goal is to give
multiple student scholarship grants, up to twenty at present, our basis for this Program is
to promote, advertise and market our Order. This should result in the obtainment of
increased membership”.

Following are some quotes from a paper about the history of the Druidic Scholarship
Award which is meanwhile 63 years of age. It was founded during the Annual Session of
the Grand Grove, Grand Circle and Grand Chapter of the California Druidic Order. The
date was June 18 to 21, 1951; the location was Tracy, California (63 miles east of San
Francisco).
The most important legislation of the Session was the adoption of a resolution to create a
Druids Scholarship Fund to assist students in need to finish their college education. For
many years the Druidic Order had been exploring how they could help sell, advertise and
market the Order. They determined it would have to be worthy of the public`s attention.
And the result was The Druidic Scholarship Fund: The “Fund” was adopted by the Grand
Grove, and accepted by the Grand Circle at this convention. Some of the basic
requirements at that time were that the boy or girl must have their name and application
forwarded to the “Druidic Scholarship Fund” Committee by a Grove, Circle or Chapter.
They, or their parents, needed not be members of the Druidic Order. The financial
assistance would be for one year only. The amount of the Scholarship at that time was
contemplated to be $ 350.00. The students would be eligible the following year for another
scholarship; however, the student had to submit another application.
Meanwhile, the strict regulations have been loosened. And $ 350.00 a year would
nowadays only be a very limited assistance for young people.

Germany
The number of druidic events in Germany seemed to decrease towards the end of the
year.
But there are some of them left which should be mentioned:
Looking back on the summer time I would like to mention a very popular event:
The Biker-Meeting “Druids on Tour” on June 20th to 22nd, 2013, was attended by 55
Bikers, partly with their wives or daughters. Fellow Druids from Germany, Switzerland and
even from Norway came together in order to have a joint biker tour through the Free State
of Thuringia. This beautiful part of Germany, 20 years ago belonging to the East German
GDR, and at present to be seen as one of the most popular holiday areas, well known for
its marvelous hiking trails.

Biker Druids on Tour
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The participants had a very good time together, and all of them are determined to make
the Tour an annual event.
The 7th degree meeting, October 25th to 26th, 2013, in Kassel was well attended. The
President of the German Druid Order, Brother Frank Graffenberger, who in his function is

at the same time the Supreme Knight, could welcome 29 knights, one of them from
Switzerland.
In a solemn ritual meeting 3 new members have been initiated in the highest degree the
Druid-Order has to offer.
In an all-day meeting of the most experienced Brethren of the Order topics have been
discussed which are in a vital interest of all members. It was decided to support the
Executive Board intensively in its work and to attempt defining the contents of the degrees
IV to VII leading to a better understanding and acceptance.
After a fairy long period of preparation under the guidance of the “Working Group for
druidic Value and Rituals” the responsible officials of the German Lodges and Grand
Lodges got now a working basis in the form of a Working Book, in which not only the
Rituals of all degrees are to be found but also background information about Druidism and
its history, its symbolism and other valuable information about druidic life. All of the
documents are also available on a CD.
It`s just a few days ago when the German Druid Order (DDO) could install a new local
lodge. And this lodge is a very special one because the members are exclusively female!
It`s the second Women`s Druid Lodge in Germany, the first one in the northern part of
our country, and the name is “Brunonia zu Braunschweig” in Brunswick.

The Foundation Members of Brunonia-Lodge
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On January 23rd, 2014, the President of the DDO and all members of the Executive Board
were present in Brunswick and brothers from 23 local lodges of 6 German Grand Lodges
joined the ritual installation ceremony, masterfully performed by the Grand Lodge of Lower
Saxony. During the subsequent reception even the (female) Mayor of Brunswick was
present.
The Grand Secretary of IGLD was able to confirm in his greeting that the legal construction
of the women`s lodges in Germany is similar to the Circles of the Californian Grand Lodge.
They will be fully accepted and supported by the National Druid Order but they are just
associated and have their own Constitution, are practicing their own Ritual and are
wearing collars which are different from those used by the brothers.

New Zealand
New Zealand’s Vice President, Sister June
Stewart has sent the following report:
Our October Meeting attendance, held in
Nelson, was a little lower than usual but there
were lots of conversations and ideas coming
forth for the Conference so all went well.
This was followed by a BBQ tea and social night
in the Maitai Lodge Rooms.
Sunday we took a mini bus & a car and visited the Anatoki Salmon farm where members
had the privilege of catching the salmon for their tea that evening. While this was being
smoked we all enjoyed a picnic lunch in the pleasant surroundings of the Salmon Farm
before returning to Nelson. We had a Salmon, salad & chip tea followed by a games night.
Bro Bob Stewart presented Sister Rae Cuthbert with her Past Presidents Jewel.(Photo)
The Grand Lodge of Canterbury has resigned from IGLD, and the 15 remaining South
Island Members will transfer to IGLD(NI)NZ. Unfortunately, this is a sign of the times in
New Zealand, with our ageing membership. The ‘Welfare State’ has also contributed to the
demise of Druidism in both New Zealand and Australia, replacing many of the benefits
provided by the Lodges. Plans are in place to rectify the situation, but so far we have not
made much progress. Our way of life is deeply entrenched, and difficult to change.
However, we are trying, and enjoying the advantages of being DRUID’S.
In Unity Peace & Concord
Sister June Stewart VP
The preparations for “Nelson 2016” are on the schedule and more and more details will
be concretized, such as the preliminary Congress Program which is shown on page 8.
Registration fee as well as prises for individual events cannot be finally determined today
but in the next edition of the Newsletter you will have the chance to find out how much – or
how amazingly little - money you have to spend when you intend to join the Congress.
Congress Hotel will be:

Rutherford Hotel, (4.5-star), Trafalgar Square, Nelson 7010;
www.heritagehotels.co.nz
The prices for hotel bedrooms have been agreed to:
Double bedroom: NZD 195 (€ 116; £ 100; NOK 995)
Twin share
: NZD 210 (€ 125; £ 107; NOK 1.070)

- breakfast included - .

This is the Logo of the XXVIII IGLD World Congress, March 6th to 10th , 2016
Nelson, NZ

IGLD World Congress 06th to 10th of March 2016 in
Sunday, 6th March
3:00. – 5:30 pm

Hospitality desk open for registration

Executive Meeting*

4:30 – 6:00 pm
7:00 pm

- IGLD Officers -

Meet and Greet, Welcome, Buffet Meal in Congress hotel

- all -

Monday, 7th March

Ritual Opening of the IGLD Congress; Initiation of new members -

9:30 – 12 noon
12:30 – 1:30 pm

Lunch

2.00 pm onward

Visit to Marae , Maori entertainment, Hangi meal

- all -

Tuesday, 8th March
9:30 – 12:30

Business Meeting* (lunch included)

12:30 – 1:30 pm

Lunch

1:30 – 5:00 pm

Business Meeting*

7.00 pm

BBQ Meal and “YE OLDE” Druid Meeting

Officers/Members –

- delegates -all -

Wednesday, 9th March
9:00 am – 5:30 pm

Congress Tour

- all –

Evening free – visit Nelson`s many Bars, Cafes and Restaurants

Thursday, 10th March
9:30 am – 12:30 pm Business Meeting

- Guest speaker -

Officers/Members

Election and Installation of Officers - Ritual Closing
12:30

Lunch

2:00 – 4:00 pm

Guest Speaker

4:30 – 6:30 pm

Executive Meeting

7:30 pm

Final Banquet, Congress Dinner for all participants

- all –
IGLD-Officers

* Organized Entertainment/Excursion arranged for non-participants to Business Meetings
In Unity Peace and Concord

Grand Secretary

